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Sharp NEC Display Solutions Introduces PX2201UL Professional Installation Projector 

 

The PX2201UL’s larger screen and brighter image capabilities enhance presentations across 

organizations, providing an immersive viewing experience  

 

CHICAGO – April 5, 2022 – Sharp NEC Display Solutions, a global leader in the projector and 

display market, today announced the availability of the PX2201UL projector, the latest addition 

to its professional installation lineup. Ideal for 24/7 applications, the PX2201UL is suitable for 

rental and staging, corporate, higher education, house of worship, auditoriums, immersive 

museums, theme parks, theaters, arenas, and more,  

 

The PX2201UL offers customers a larger screen, brighter image and more captivating 

experience to ensure reliable operation and peace of mind. Producing 21,500 lumens of light 

and WUXGA native resolution, the PX2201UL offers high brightness delivered in a small, form 

factor. The RB laser light source produces a more expansive color palette than other projectors 

in this category, and its filter free 1-Chip DLP technology provides maximum detail at an 

affordable price.  

 

“The size of this projector paired with its ability to produce brighter, more brilliant images allows 

users to move it more freely within the marketplace,” said Richard McPherson, Senior Product 

Manager at Sharp NEC Display Solutions. “In this case, higher brightness doesn’t mean a 

heavier unit and more power. The PX2201UL consumes up to 11% less power than its 

predecessor and saves investors on their bottom line.” 

 

Advanced features include motorized optional lenses, horizontal and vertical lens shift, and 

built-in edge blending, stacking and geometric correction. The projector supports 360-degree 

roll free applications and boasts flexible placement options. Its robust connectivity offers inputs 

for multiple sources including HDBaseT, HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI-D, and 5BNC.  

 

For more information on Sharp NEC Display Solutions, visit https://www.sharpnecdisplays.us/.  
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*The lifetime may vary depending upon environmental conditions and does not constitute the 

warranty period. 
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About Sharp NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc. 

Sharp NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc. is the leading global provider of professional and 

commercial visual technology and digital signage solutions, wholly owned by Sharp NEC 

Display Solutions, Ltd. Sharp NEC Display offers one of the broadest visual solutions portfolios 

in the industry, innovating in LCD displays, lamp and laser projectors, dvLED, 8K and 5G 

technology, collaboration solutions, calibration tools, IoT and AI driven analytics. Sharp NEC 

Display is a trusted name and a total solutions provider with strong ties to industry partners, and 

has a reputation for quality, reliability, and industry-leading customer support with a range of 

professional service offerings. Serving a wide variety of markets, the organization’s expertise 

spans retail, enterprise, education, entertainment, transportation, energy and utility, and more. 

For more information, please visit www.sharpnecdisplays.us. Follow us on our social media 

channels: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and LinkedIn. 
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